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A DYNAMIC V IEW OF THE PORTFOL IO EFF IC IENCY 
FRONTIERt  
J. K. SENGUPTA 
Department of Economics, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106, U.S.A. 
Abstract--Three aspects of the portfolio efficiency frontier are analyzed here: its determination i  an 
intertemporal optimization setting, its convergence and stability properties and its econometric estimation. 
Besides presenting an overview of the current literature, it discusses some important issues of robustness 
in terms of Kalman filters and the problems of nonlinear estimation in terms of James-Stein estimator 
and the Box~:~ox transformation. Some empirical estimates of the efficiency frontier show that the 
nonlinear specification provides in many respects a better fit than the linear frontier. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The specification and estimation of the mean-variance efficiency frontier in portfolio theory have 
generally followed three approaches. One minimizes the variance of portfolio returns ubject o a 
lower bound on the expected return. This leads to the efficiency frontier, where the mean vector 
(m) and the covariance matrix (V) of returns of individual stocks in the portfolio have to be 
estimated. The second approach uses the capital asset pricing model to specify the frontier as the 
linear capital market line, where the conditional expected return of a portfolio (or, mutual fund), 
net of the risk free-rate of return is viewed as a linear function of the market return, net of the 
risk-free rate. This approach which leads to the estimates of the regression coefficients otherwise 
known as the fl coefficients involves only static aspects of the frontier, although statistical tests are 
usually made in empirical work to check if the coefficients tend to vary over time. The third 
approach considers the class of multiperiod portfolio policies in terms of a dynamic horizon for 
the investor. The specification of a dynamically optimal portfolio policy in this framework offers 
some interesting eneralizations to the one-period model of portfolio management e.g. it shows that 
the optimality of a suitable multiperiod policy may imply a myopic policy in suitable situations, 
and secondly, it may suggest how to build robustness aspects into the portfolio decision rules when 
myopic policies are not optimal. 
Our object here is to explore some stochastic aspects of the dynamically optimal class of 
multiperiod portfolio policies of a representative investor. Specifically we consider the stochastic 
control aspects of such optimal portfolio policies, when some of the parameters have to be 
estimated or the estimates have to be updated. Robustness aspects arise very naturally in this 
situation through the presence of estimation risk and noisy information. 
2. INTERTEMPORAL EFF IC IENCY FRONTIER 
The model of intertemporal efficiency frontier we consider is adapted from the formulations of 
Mossin [1]. Dreze and Modigliani [2] and Bertsekas [3]. There exist several alternative criteria of 
optimization in the current literature for the specification of the dynamic portfolio frontier, e.g. 
the expected iscounted final wealth with a stochastic discount factor [4], or the expected sum of 
discounted future utility of consumption, given a budget constraint [5]. Here for simplicity we 
assume a utility based asset pricing model which can be easily related to the mean-variance 
approach. We assume the investor to be maximizing the expected value of his final wealth 
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E{U(Wr)}, where the wealth is defined by a discrete-time control system: 
=s,W+ ~ ri, tui,~, t=O, 1 . . . . .  T - l ,  (la) 
where st, bi, t are  the rates of return of the riskless asset and the ith risky asset in period t respectively 
with ri, t = bi., - s, and u~., is the amount invested at the beginning of period t in the ith risky asset. 
We assume st to be nonrandom and the vector , = (r~.t) to be random with mean m, and covariance 
matrix Vt. Since the data on random returns may involve noises, e.g. 
rt = mt + ~, ( lb )  
and also in some cases (e.g. short horizons) st and r t may not vary over time, we may characterize 
the above system dynamics (la) in several versions as follows: 
Wt+ j = sWt + r'u,, (lc) 
WI+1 = sWt + m'u, + ~'u,, (ld) 
IV,+ 1 = sW~ + re'u, + (t, (le) 
Wt+~ = sW, + ~,u, + (t, (If) 
where we may assume for simplicity that the random component ( is identically and independently 
distributed with mean zero and variance V¢ and likewise for the noisy components ~t having zero 
means and a covariance matrix V,. 
As for the utility function U(Wr) of the terminal wealth we have two distinct cases to consider: 
Case I: 
Case II: 
)'either [ -  exp( -  W/a)] 
U(W) = [or ln(W + a) (2a) 
Subject to (s.t.) 
E(Wr) ~< Cr, (3b) 
Wt+j=sWt+r'ut; ureA, O<<,t<~T-1. (3c) 
Here A is a suitable convex set of the class of controls u, and the nonrandom quantity Cr may be 
related to the market portfolio as in the capital asset pricing theory. Since 
ewe= ete(w  I Wo, w, . . . . .  wT_,, Uo, u, . . . . .  uT_,)l 
where the outer expectation operation is taken with respect to the random variables 
Wo, W, . . . . .  Wr_~ which depends on r;,s. Clearly EW2r is minimized by minimizing the 
U(W) does not satisfy (2a), i.e. the risk tolerance function 
-SU(W,)/O2U(Wt) # a + bWt, for all t = 0, 1 . . . .  , T. (2b) 
As Mossin has shown that if the probability distribution of the yield vector rt is identical in all 
periods and the utility function satisfies the condition (2a) of linearity of the risk tolerance function, 
then the investor's optimal portfolio policy is "stationary" or "myopic" in the sense that the same 
proportion is invested in each asset in every period, i.e. the investor when faced with the 
opportunity to reinvest sequentially his wealth can use a policy similar to the single period case. 
However this type of myopic policy is not optimal under Case I if the yield vector t is not stationary 
over time, or if the utility function does not satisfy the condition (2a). We have to analyze these 
cases separately. 
Consider first the case of a quadratic utility function U(W)= W-kW 2, where to keep 
conformity with the Markowitz-Tobin mean-variance model we formulate the investor's optimiz- 
ing model as follows: 
min E(W~) (3a) 
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inner conditional expectation with respect to Ur- I  for every possible collection of 
(W0, WI . . . . .  Wr - i ,  Uo . . . . .  Ur_~).  This leads to the optimal inear decision rule (LDR): 
u*_  l = R- lm(cr - -  sWr_  i)/~, 
R = E(rr'), ~ = m'R-Im (4a) 
and the associated minimal variance of Wr as 
~Z:r* = (cr  - SWT_  I )5(1 -- 00/g, (4b) 
where Wr_  l = hr_  l(W0) can be specified as a suitable nonlinear function of the initial value W0 
by the dynamic programming algorithm. The LDR (4a) may be compared with two other plausible 
decision rules. One assumes the ccrtainty equivalence principle and replaces the system dynamics 
as, 
WT= SWT i t '  (4C) _ -t- T_~UT_I 
where tT-I = E(r[ W r_  i); this leads to the decision rule 
UT- l  = R+- l iT - I (Cr  --  sWr - l ) /~r -  1, (4d) 
where R~-I is the pseudo-inverse of RT_I = E( :T - I  r ' r - I )  and ~T- i  = r r - iR r - l r r - l . ' "  "+ Clearly this 
rule is not unique, since ]~r- i is usually singular but it allows sequential updating of the conditional 
estimate : r - I .  Another rulc which builds caution into thc decision is to allow more flexibility in 
the model by dropping the constraint (3b) which implies a preference by the investor of short term 
decision making. In this case we minimize 
E(W2r)  = var WT+ (EWT)  2 
to obtain the rule 
Ur-1 = - (V  + mm') - ImsWr_ i. (4c) 
In this case also a sequential updating would transform this rule as 
Ur_ I = - Rr -  l : r -  l sWr -  i . (4f) 
for which the conditional objective function is 
E( W~r [ Wr-1 ) = s 2 W2r- l (I -- ~r-l )2. (4g) 
Some comments on these decision rules and their associated frontiers arc in order. First of all, they 
suggest that only a small amount of foresight or adaptivity is needed in most cases considered hcrc 
for the investor to choose a myopic policy which is optimal in the sense defined. Secondly, the 
quadratic frontier equations such as (4b) or (4g) may bc estimated from empirical data on mutual 
fund returns provided wc can efficiently estimate the parameters m, V and Cr [e.g. 6, 7]. In order 
to specify the dynamic estimating equation we consider now a general mean-variance model with 
time-varying parameters, e.g. 
min var Wr = E(W2r)  - (EWr) ~ 
S.t. 
E(WT)  = cT, 
Wr+ l = s, W, + r~u,, 
e'ut = A (constant) for all t, 0 ~< t ~< T - 1. (Sa) 
Here e' is a row vector with each element unity, so that e'u, = A for all t imposes a budget constraint 
on the amount invested in risky assets in each period. The minimal variance Crir * then satisfies the 
following dynamic efficiency frontier: 
a2r * = (ST- ~ Wr- I )2~r- I - 2).rSr- l Wr_ i ~r- i - 2krsr_ l Wr- I/Tr- i 
2 -I- 2flT_i~.TkT-I-~r_l~.T_t "Jf" Tr_lk 2, (5b) 
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where 
,~T = (gT-, ~T-1 - /?~- ,  hT_,)/(aT_, r~_, --/?~_,), 
kT=(O~ T lhT I--/?T-lgT-I)/(GtT-17T 1--/72-1), 
~r_l=m~_,RT'_ ,mr ~, Rr l=E(rr_ , r~_ l ) ,  
/?r J=e 'Rr~-~mr- , ,  7r ~=e'R÷~e,  
gr_ j=Cr - - s r_ lWr_ l (1 - -Ct r_ l ) ,  hr i=A +sr_l/?r_ j. 
This is the dynamic analog of the quadratic efficiency frontier, the steady-state v rsion of which 
takes the simple form 
tr2. = (~t7 _/72)-,[~ _ 2fie + 7c2], 
u* = (e7 - 172) ' V-'[(m7 - /?)c  + (~e - mfl)], (5c) 
where only risky assets are considered. Let c be replaced by its proxy, the average markei return 
/~M like the S&P 5000 index and/ ,  be the set of all realized information up to the latest period 
t and ~, = E(O I I,) be the updated value of the parameter estimate for 0 denoting any of the 
parameters above, e.g. e, /?, V, m, V and c. Then the steady-state frontier (5c) would appear as 
follows: 
6"2 = (02~7 -- fl:)-'[6 - 2fl8 + );e2]. (5d) 
Likewise the dynamic frontier (5c) may incorporate information-adaptive adjustment. It is clear 
that this type of adaptivity could be interpreted in terms of Kalman filters by using various 
instrument variables underlying the information set L, which may include various extraneous and 
market-related information available to the investor. Furthermore if the steady state frontier is 
desirable on long run considerations information adaptivity may allow closeness to the steady state. 
A third aspect of the decision rules above is that the dynamic efficiency frontier could in principle 
be derived for each of the four system dynamics pecified by (1 c)-(1 f) and since the various models 
are embedded, only the goodness of fit tests would determine which frontier equation fit the 
empirical data best. For instance the dynamic efficiency frontier corresponding to the state 
dynamics (17) would appear as 
a2r * = var[Wr [ Wr_,  ] = V¢ + (Cr - st_, Wr_, )2(1 - er - ,  )~at_ i. 
This implies for the steady state version (5c) that the intercept form would be inflated by the noise 
measured by the variance term V; and indeed it turns out in our empirical estimation of the 
quadratic efficiency frontier [8, 9] for mutual fund returns data over 1945-1964 and 1965-1983 that 
the residuals how significant departures from normality and significant heteroscedasticity. 
1 
3. ROBUSTNESS ASPECTS 
One could advance two basic reasons for analyzing the robustness of the efficiency frontier. One 
provides a justification of using the steady state frontier equations (5c) as an asymptotic 
approximation, i.e. even if the parameters are varying over time one could define an asymptotic 
or stationary efficiency frontier characterized by a myopic policy. Bertsekas uses such an argument 
in defending stationary portfolios. Even with such an argument he problem remains how to 
efficiently estimate the multivariate parameters (m, V) from the time series data on returns. It is 
not very clear that one should require the unbiasedness criterion for the sample stimates of vector 
m for example and if one admits biased estimators, one need not be restricted to the class of linear 
estimators. A second reason that has been advanced recently by Hinich and Patterson [10] and 
others points to the evidence of nonlinearities in the distribution of stock returns which may be 
due to a nonlinear and non-Gaussian stochastic generating mechanism. Hinich and Patterson test 
the nonlinearity by using the sample bispectrum and its asymptotic properties which require 
however a sample size of the order of 3000 or higher. Another set of empirical evidence has been 
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presented by Hsu et al. [11] to show that the returns data are inconsistent with a stable Pareto-Levy 
class of models and they suggested a normal process with random jumps in the variance that occurs 
at discrete points in time. The latter aspect may of course induce nonstationarity of the parameters 
of the return distribution which has been noted by a number of authors [12-14]. It is necessary 
therefore to explore the debate over nonlinearity and nonstationarity through more empirical and 
analytical tests. 
Consider the stochastic process generating mechanism underlying the dynamic equation (ld) and 
for analytical convenience a continuous-time v rsion is more useful, e.g. 
l,~', = - (a  dt + dB,)W,, (6a) 
where 
and 
a=l -s -m'u ,  dB ,=-dE~.u l  
ut is expressed as proportions of Wt 
and it is assumed that B, represents a stationary Brownian motion with mean zero and variance 
(o 2 t). It is true that the assumption on the stochastic process B~ here is quite strong, but even with 
such strong assumptions the problems of instability of the dynamic frontier cannot be ignored. 
Hence we consider a simple illustration. Let u, = u ° be a constant vector not varying in time, then 
a is a constant parameter and the stochastic differential equation (6a) has the solution 
W, = W 0 exp[-(a + a2/2)t - B,], (6b) 
since the stochastic process B, grows like (t log log 0 I/2 with probability one, the stability property 
of the solution (6b) is determined by the deterministic term in the exponent of (6b) i.e. the region 
of sample stability (which is different from the true model stability) is specified by 
+ #2/2 > 0, (6c) 
where & 6 2 are the sample estimates of a and a 2. The variance of the W, process can be explicitly 
computed as 
var(W,) = W~ {exp[- (2~i - #2)t] - exp(-  2dt)}, 
where W0 is the value taken by IV, at t = 0 with probability one. Clearly we need the condition 
2d = 2(1 - g - rh'u °) > #2 (6d) 
for the variance Var(W,) to be stable as t ~ oo. Since we have 
E[l Wt[e] - ] Wol kexp[[k--~ (k - l )o2-2a]] ,  
therefore for the stability of EI W, 13 and EI W, 14 we need the respective conditions 
&>#2 and 2~/3>#2. (6e) 
It is apparent that as k increases, the stability region decreases and hence the satisfaction of the 
condition (6c) for stability of the mean does not guarantee that the variance and other higher 
moments would be stable. Since the estimates (g, th, #2) can be readily obtained from the empirical 
data on returns, one could statistically test if the condition (6d) holds for stability of the variance 
and if it does then the steady-state approximation of the mean variance frontier by the quadratic 
equation (6d) makes sense, otherwise not. 
In the slightly more general case 
dW, 
d-----i-+[a +h,]W,=O, Wt= W o at t=0,  
hi --- -E~ u °, 
where the h, process is assumed to be stationary, ergodic and Gaussian with a zero mean, the 
C,A.M.W.A. |8/6-7--G 
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stability region for the kth moment is given by the inequality 
2a>kS(O) ,  k=1,2 ,3 ,4 ,  (6f) 
where S(w) is the spectral density of the h, process. By using the estimates of the spectral density 
one could therefore test for the stability of the mean and variance functions of W,. 
These stability results have two important implications for the recent empirical studies on the 
nonlinear behavior of rates of return. One is in relation to the hypothesis of Hsu et al. who 
suggested a normal process for the returns but with random jumps in the variance parameter 
occurring at discrete points in time. In terms of the conditions (6d) and (6e) this implies that the 
stability region would tend to decrease further and in such situations the case of stationary or 
myopic portfolio policy becomes more weakened. This inference is consistent with the empirical 
finding by Shiller [14] who found the stock price variability over the past century to be far too high, 
5-13 times too high to be attributed to such things as data errors, new information or changes in 
tax laws. There is a second point that there may be significant estimation risks associated with the 
statistical estimates of the mean variance parameters obtained from sample observations. In a 
Bayesian framework, Bawa et al. [6] have shown that if the predictive distribution of portfolio 
returns is not normal, then the variance may prove to be a very incomplete measure of risk. As 
a matter of fact some empirical tests by Beedles [15] show that the skewness and kurtosis measures 
are significantly different from zero implying asymmetry in the statistical distribution of returns. 
The risks involved in ignoring such asymmetry have been strongly emphasized by Black and 
Scholes [16] who noted that the variance stimated over past data are subject o measurement error 
so that the spread in the distribution of estimated variances i  larger than the true spread in the 
variances. All these points suggest the need for selecting robust portfolio policies, which are less 
sensitive to nonlinearity and nonnormality of returns. One may suggest wo important ways 
through which robustness could be built into the portfolio policy. One is through the estimation 
risk underlying the mean variance parameters (m, V) of the steady state frontier (5c). A second 
approach is to adopt a minimax decision rule to define a minimax portfolio which minimizes in 
some sense the maximum risk in portfolio selection defined suitably. This aspect has been discussed 
in [7]. 
The risk associated with the statistical estimation of multivariate parameters (m, V) may be 
analyzed in several ways of which the following will be discussed here: 
(A) How to obtain an efficient estimate of (m, V) when the sample return vectors r, are known 
to be drawn from a multivariate normal population? This question is of some importance 
since the sample mean vector although unbiased for m is not generally an optimal estimate 
from a decision theoretic viewpoint in the sense that it is inadmissible. 
(B) How to specify the portfolio efficiency frontier, when viewing portfolio return as a linear 
regression on market return? This question is important because it leads to a time series 
approach to the computation of efficient portfolios from historical data. 
(C) How to apply the random parameter model of econometric theory to the specification 
and estimation of the portfolio efficiency frontier? This leads to an approach whereby 
sequential updating and revision of parameter estimates may be incorporated. 
(D) How to apply a minimax class of estimate for a generalized portfolio model, where the 
portfolio or (security) return is linearly related to a number of factors and not one? 
Note that each of the questions above relates to the robustness i sue of portfolio policy and it 
has dynamic implications, though we restrict here to the steady state efficiency frontier. 
4. EFFICIENCY OF ALTERNATIVE ESTIMATORS 
The portfolio model 
which generates the steady state frontier (5c) by varying c, usually represents c by the mean return 
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ERM(t) of the market portfolio. This suggests that the balance condition m'u = c may be estimated 
in several alternative ways as follows: 
(a) i 'u  = y, y = J~M(t), (7b) 
i ,  37 are sample means from observations; 
(b) t 'u  = 37, f =/~M(t), (7c) 
i = James and Stein estimator of at; 
(c) Y(rA) = X(r.n)lB(n.1) + ¢(r.l); u = [J, X = (ra); (7d) 
(d) y*=f l ' x* ,  x=x*+t / ,  y=y*+E=/Vx*+e,  (7e) 
this is the unobserved variable model, where ~ = u as in (7d) and x* is the mean of the return 
vectors. The assumptions about the zero mean error components t/, E are cov(x, r / )= cov(x, E)= 
coy(y, t / )= coy(y, e )= 0 with e and r/mutually and serially independent; and 
(e) E(z [y) = #~ + Vzy V;y](y - #y), 
z = x'u; y = RM(t), (7f) 
the density p(z, y) is assumed normal with means/zz, #y and variances and covariances as V. ,  Vzy 
and I"~2. 
The use of the sample mean vector 
T 
t=T  - I  ~r  t 
t= l  
as an estimator of m has been criticized on the grounds that it is inadmissible for particular loss 
functions when n >/3. Then let d be an estimator of m with quadratic loss L = (d - m)'(d - m) 
having the risk function R = R(m, d) = EL, then without assuming normality, one can show, under 
fairly general conditions that there exists an alternative stimator d such that for n >/3 it beats the 
sample mean estimator in the mean square sense for all m, i.e. 
E[(d - m)'(d - m)] < E[( i  - m)'(~i - m)]. (7g) 
In other words the sample mean estimator i is inadmissible. By using the more generalized loss 
function 
L = L (m,  d) = (d - m)'V-l(d -- m), (7h) 
James and Stein [17] showed that even for normal samples the nonlinear estimator 
[ d=t= 1 i ,~_ l x, 
S = unbiased estimate of V, 
k = (n - 2)/(T - n + 2) (8a) 
has smaller isk than the linear sample mean estimator ~for all parameter vectors at. Two cautions 
are needed however before we apply the nonlinear estimator d = t.  First of all, note that we have 
for normal samples 
E[,=~ (di-m,)21 < E[ ,~ (~t= mi)2]. 
This does not imply that E[(d~ - m3 2] < E[ (~-  mi) 2] for each i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. As a matter of fact 
some of the individual mean square errors of the dt = ~ will be greater than those of the ~l so that 
for some constant vector a, the linear combination d'a will have a larger mean square error than 
i 'a. When this happens the portfolio model (Ta) has to be reformulated suitably. For instance 
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consider the extended model 
min u' Vu + EL (m, d) 
u~d 
s.t. u'd=)7, e 'u=l ,  (8b) 
where the loss function L(m, d) is of the form (7h) and solve it as a two-stage decision process. 
First, we obtain the optimum JS estimator d = :t given in (8a) by minimizing the expected loss 
function and then in the second stage we solve for an optimal vector u* = u*(~) by minimizing the 
portfolio risk u' Vu for given ~. However if the first-stage stimator d = ~ is such that there exists 
a vector a of constants with the property 
E[{(d - m)'a} 2] > E[{(~ - m)'a}2], (8c) 
then we cannot select u* = a in the second stage. Let A be the set of all such constant vectors a 
for which (8c) holds. We reformulate the second stage decision problem as 
min u' Vu 
u 
s.t. u 'd=y,  e 'u=l ,  ueA.  (8d) 
This can be formulated as a nonlinear program which can be solved to obtain a new optimal 
solution u** = u**(~), provided it exists. The distance between the two optimal vectors u* and u** 
may thus be used to measure the sensitivity of the JS estimator in the context of the portfolio model. 
A second note of caution before applying the JS estimator in the context of the portfolio model 
is to point out that this estimator is biased, since we have 
1 
Ef~ = m - kE[n  _ ~+ 2K l ,  (8e) 
where K is a random variable which has a Poisson distribution with mean ELm ' V-~m. The risk 
function for the estimator d = ~ is 
R (m,d)=n-  ~---2-~_n+ n-2+2K " 
This implies [18] that for values of m close to zero the risk advantages of the JS estimator ~ over 
that of the sample mean estimator )7 may be considerable. The sample mean ~ is the maximum 
likelihood (ML) estimator for the multivariate normal distribution, and in the class of linear 
unbiased estimators of m, it is the most efficient. But since the JS estimator ~ belongs to the class 
of biased and nonlinear estimators, it can beat ~ in terms of efficiency by allowing some trade-off 
between bias and efficiency. 
The JS estimator can be applied in portfolio theory in a different way when we consider the 
time-series version (7d) first proposed by Stohr [19], who showed that by minimizing the expected 
sum E(~'~) of squared errors subject to u'e = 1 we obtain the same optimal allocation vector u* 
as in the traditional portfolio model (7a) with c representing the average market return. This time 
series version (7d) leads to the constrained least squares (LS) solution, if the error vector ~ has zero 
mean and variance a21, where a 2 is a scalar and I the identity matrix. The unconstrained LS 
estimate of fl is b: 
b = (X 'X) -  ~X'y, 
= My,  M = [I - X (X 'X) -~X' ] .  
The positive part JS estimator d is related to the LS estimator b by 
[ l + d = 1 y ,y  _ ¢,~_j b, (8 f )  
where the optimum choice of the constant k is k = (n - 2)/(T - n + 1) and the superscript "+ " 
indicates the positive part. In the constrained case we have to minimize the mean square error 
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(MSE) of the JS estimator fl subject o the constraint fl'e = 1. On writing the constraint as a prior 
information R/~ = e where R is an n x n matrix with each element unity and assuming for simplicity 
the orthonormal case (i.e. X'X  = I after reparametrization) the constrained JS estimator fl may be 
derived after Judge and Book [16] as 
[ + 
d= 1 (b -e ) ' (b -e )  (b -e )+e,  (8g) 
which has risk smaller than the LS estimator b for all finite 6 = R~ - e. Note that this estimator 
differs from the case (8e) in two respects. First of all, we are estimating here the allocation vector 
u = p under the constraint R/I = e and after estimation we can write the balance equation as 
m'd = c, where values of m and c must be preassigned. Clearly in the general case both m and c 
have themselves to be estimated from the data set (y, X) but this leads to difficult problems of 
nonlinear estimation which are yet unresolved. Secondly, a two-stage version of the decision model 
can be formulated as before, i.e. in the first stage we obtain a JS estimator d in (8g) from the time 
series data (y, X) and given that as fixed, we solve for the nonlinear estimator £ of the mean return 
vector from (8a). The iterations continue till they tend to be stabilized or converge to some limiting 
value. Only by simulation experiments one can determine the efficiency of such a two-stage 
procedure. 
There is yet another way by which the two main implications of the JS estimator for the steady 
state frontier (5c) can be explored. The first implication is that the estimator allows for a trade-off 
of small bias to gain more efficiency in the sense of significant reduction in MSE whenever possible. 
Secondly, as nonlinear estimator of the mean parameter vector m, the JS estimator J~ = F($) is a 
nonlinear function of the ML estimator 2, such that for small values of 2 = m'm the gain in 
efficiency is very significant, but for 2 ~ oo it has the same efficiency as the ML estimator i which 
is the sample mean. 
A simple way to analyze the trade-off between bias and efficiency is to reformulate the efficiency 
frontier equation (5c) under the condition that the ML estimates (i ,  i7) of (m, V) change to 
(h$, h2i 7) where for simplicity h is taken to be a scalar. The balance condition then gets transformed 
to ~'u = c/h and the portfolio variance becomes h2u'lTu. Hence the efficiency frontier reduces to 
~2.  ~_ (~ - -  f l2)-1[~)C2 - -  2flch + oth2]. 
Clearly the optimum value of h is given by 8#:*/t~h = 0, i.e. hopt = h*= flcBt, i.e. 0 < h*~< l, if 
0 <. c <. • ~ft. The improvement region specified by 0 < h* < 1 says that by accepting alternative 
estimators 2 = h:~, I 7" = hEV the investor could reduce the minimal variance considerably if h* is 
lower than one. For h* = 1, no such reduction is possible. Clearly in the more general case one 
may seek instead of the scalar h a suitable matrix H for specifying the improvement region. 
Toutenberg [20] and Sengupta [21] have considered the use of prior information in such contexts. 
A more satisfactory way to analyze the trade-off between bias and efficiency is to adopt the logic 
of the decision rule (DR) approach [22] and restrict he decision vector u in the portfolio model 
(8b) to zero-order, first order and higher order decision rules, e.g. 
u = u(0)  = u0 + Lu(O) + Q.(O), (8h)  
where 0 = (m, V-l), Lu(O) and Q,(O) are linear and quadratic functions respectively of 0. For zero 
order decision rule u = u0, e.g. it is independent of u. For linear DR if 0 is replaced by its ML 
estimates we get back the extended portfolio model given in (8b). But for quadratic and higher 
order decision rules we need to specify a more generalized nonlinear model. In particular one has 
to incorporate a JS estimator for the variance covariance matrix V also and this needs a separate 
loss function [23]. It is clear that more applied work and simulation experiments are needed to test 
the sensitivity of decision rules of order higher than one. 
Next we consider the unobserved component model (7e) where the balance condition ffm = c 
of (7a) now appears as y* =/ l 'x*  but the stochastic variables y*, x* are unobservable. Under the 
I - _ - I  
ofx  and y the vector q = IX |  is normal with mean Eqand assumption of multivariate normality 
I_YJ 
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variance-covariance matrix Vqq where 
•q= #'m' 
The log-likelihood for this case is 
where 
v ,  v..,.# [p'v, . , .p + v , )  " 
£=lnL(#q,  Vqq)=( -1 /2 )nT ln (2n) - (1 /2 )T  InlVqql+tr~. ~ )~. 
T 
Mqq = E (q, - ~q)  (q, - ~.4q), 
t= l  
tr(N) = trace of the matrix N, 
where we have to apply the condition 0£/~0 =0 for 0 = (m,/I, Vx.,., V,,, V,) to obtain the 
estimates ~. Clearly this approach as some major difficulties. First of all, the ML equations are 
nonlinear and since the estimates of variance parameters have to be nonnegative, this may not 
always be feasible. Secondly, as Moran [24] has shown that if some of the covariances cov(q, e) 
are nonzero, or if y* = ~ +/~'x* with the ct being a nonzero intercept parameter, then the system 
is unidentifiable, i.e. there are more parameters than the equations. Thirdly, if x*, and y* = 37 are 
nonstochastic and the covariance V,, = cov(r/, E) is nonzero one could easily define a minimax 
estimator of (x*,/~), provided y * is known, i.e. it may be set equal to the sample mean 37 = (1/T)Yy,. 
The minimax criterion is 
min max L = E[~ - y]'[f - y]], (9a) 
p x* 
where f = ~'x, x = x* + t/. 
Since L can be expressed as 
L = f l 'V , ,~  - 2jS'V,, + V .  + (/Vx*37)'(p'x* -37), (9b) 
it is clear that L cannot be maximized with respect o x* since the last term will be indefinitely 
large unless we impose the side condition 
fl'x* = 37. (9c) 
Hence we have to minimize 
L, = f l 'V , ,#  - 2#'V , ,  + V ,  (9d) 
subject to (9c) to obtain the constrained LS estimate of # as ~: 
~*'v;.' ~* JJ' 
= 37 + fl'(x - ~*), (9e) 
where ~* is the usual ML estimate of x* based on the sample vector x, which is assumed to be 
normally distributed. Although it has considerable appeal, the minimax criterion (9a) has to be 
interpreted with some caution. First of all, for given x*, the criterion minimizes the expected loss 
function but since x* could vary in the parameter space it considers the maximum risk for each 
fixed ft. Thus a degree of pessimism is built into the criterion with the hope it would give a robust 
estimate in the sense of the saddle point solution in two-person zero-sum game theory. If there is 
prior information on x* in the form of a convex bounded set C(x*): 
C(x*) = {(x* I (x* - x*°)'G(x * - x *°) ~< k}, (9f) 
where G is a known square matrix of order n, x* 0 is the known center of the ellipsoid and k is 
a positive scalar, then the minimax criterion can be interpreted as follows: the larger is k, the less 
binding is the constraint in (9f) and hence if k ~ oo the constraint vanishes altogether. Secondly, 
the minimax estimator is closely related to the class of biased estimators known as ridge regression, 
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where the criterion of minimum mean square error is applied to judge alternative stimators. Here 
one could investigate the conditions [25] under which the minimax estimator dominates the 
ordinary LS estimator in terms of the minimum mean squared error criterion. Finally, the minimax 
estimator can be readily extended to the case when there are more than one factor affecting x* and 
linearly, i.e. x* = G~, y* = )7 = H~ where ~' = (~l, ~2 . . . . .  0Cq) are q factors affecting returns and 
H, G are known matrices. 
Finally, we consider the conditional regression model (7f) where the bivarate density p(z,  y )  is 
assumed normal. A Bayesian interpretation is very natural in this framework. The estimate of the 
conditional expectation E(z  [y) in this model is given by 
z F = ~ + I~Y, (10a) 
where 
= mz-  Sz~S;~my, ~ = S, yS;, ~ ,
mz, my = sample means of z and y, 
S~y, Syy = sample moment statistics for Vzy and Vyy respectively, 
and this form provides the basis for the linear capital market line in the capital asset pricing model. 
However there is nothing in this specification (10a) which distinguishes it from an average 
regression line. Just as an "average" production function is different from an efficient production 
frontier [26], the efficient capital market line is distinct from an average line. This is so for two 
major reasons. One is the existence of incomplete information in the market, e.g. Merton [27] has 
shown that the market portfolio will not be mean variance efficient in such a situation. Secondly, 
due to heterogeneous expectations investors may respond to market signals with unequal transition 
probabilities. To model this situation one may specify a dynamic view of the model (10a) as 
Zt+ 1 "~ Zt-- ~ ~t, 
Yd = 2t Jr" £t' (10b) 
where ~,, £t are zero-mean Gaussian white noise with var(~,) = Q, var(et) = Rt and E(~E,) = 0. Then 
the estimate zF in (10a) can be expressed as 
z , t  = z , I , -  l + Gt(y,  - ;~tl,- 1), t = 1 .2 ,  3 . . . .  T, (10c)  
where G, is the Kalman gain and £m-1 is the prediction of zt using the data up to (t - 1). Since 
z,I,-i is a one-step rediction and (y , -  zm-1) is the error between observed Yt and the prediction, 
the estimation equation (10c) is in fact a prediction-correction formula with the Kalman gain G, 
as a weight factor. From control theory it is well known that if the dynamic system (10b) is 
observable and the initial value z0 of z, is known with certainty, then the Kalman gain G, converges 
to a constant G, and therefore the forecasting equation (10c) for the optimal estimates ;~m becomes 
simpler e.g. 
~,1, = ;~,1,- 1 + G0, ,  - ;~,1,- ~), 
Zt[,- I  ~--- ~ , - l [ / -  1, 
Zolo = E(Zo). (lOd) 
For the time-dependent case (lOc) the Kalman gain G, can be computed recursively as follows: 
P,,, = ( I  - Gt)P,,t- ~ ,
P,,,- I = P , -  1,,- l + Q, -  i, 
Po,o = var(zo), 
G, = P,,,_ ~(P,,,_ 1 "~- R,) -I, t = 1, 2 . . . .  (10e) 
A more general version of the dynamic model (10b) would be 
z,+l = A,z ,+ F,~,, 
y, = C,z, + Et, (lOf) 
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where A,, F,, C, are assumed known. Then the estimating equation specifying the optimal estimates 
z,r, becomes 
where 
z,I, = z ' , l , -  t + G, [y ,  - C ,~, l  , _  ~]. (lOg) 
ff'tlt-I = a t - i f f . t - t f t - l ,  
G, = Pt,,-, C;(C, Pt.t_t C; + R,)-', (lOh) 
Pt.,-) = At- IPt- l . t - lA~-I  + Ft - iQt- lF~_l ,  
P0.0 = var(z0). (10i) 
A nonlinear version of the dynamic model (10f) would appear as 
z,+, = Ft(zt) + nt(zt)~t , 
yt =gt(zt)+Et. (10j) 
One could apply these Kalman filter models to empirical data on returns of mutual funds, which 
are portfolios themselves. Thus, by taking three groups of funds such as growth funds, balanced 
funds and income funds one could obtain the optimal estimates of the vector ~,l,- Secondly, one 
could test which of the three models (10b,f,j) fit the empirical data best. In particular the 
nonhomogeneous specification (10f) is useful for testing the switching between mutual funds in a 
Markovian sense, since it can be written in a constrained form as 
with 
zi(t + 1) = ~ aji(t)zi(t) + error, 
j= l  
~,( t )= l ,  ~,(t)~O, all t. 
i= l  
If the diagonal elements are dominant in the sense that 
aii(t)> ~ au(t) 
j~ l  
then there is no switching. An empirical calculation reported elsewhere [28] for 27 mutual funds 
(i.e. 13 growth funds, 9 balanced and 5 income funds) over the period 1964-1983 produced the 
following transition matrix asuming it to be time-independent: 
growth 
income 
balanced 
growth income balanced 
0.332 0.637 0.031 
(1.81) (1.66) (0.08) 
0.158 0.700 0.142 
(1.24) (2.67) (0.50) 
0.093 0.542 0.365 
(0.76) (2.15) (0.135) 
here t-values are in parentheses. 
It is clear that growth and balanced funds evidence a high degree of switching compared to the 
income funds and this switching phenomena requires an explanation. It may be partly due to the 
changes in the relative riskiness of the funds, which are captured by the time-varying updating 
equations (10i,h) for the variance of z, and the Kalman gain matrix G,. Alternatively it may be 
due to the linear specification (10f) when the true model is nonlinear of the form (10j). More of 
such empirical applications are needed before one could reject the linear capital market line 
hypothesis of market efficiency. 
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5. USING THE BOX-COX TRANSFORMATION 
As an empirical application we consider now the estimation of two efficiency frontiers, one linear 
and the other nonlinear by using the Box-Cox extended power family transformation ver the data 
set of ten randomly selected mutual fund returns for two periods 1945-1964 and 1965-1983. Since 
the detailed results are reported elsewhere [29] we present here a few important points. The major 
motivation for Box-Cox transformations [30] is that in some specifications the dependent variable 
may not be normally distributed but there may exist a transformation such that the transformed 
observations are normally distributed. For example, consider the nonlinear model 
Yt = exp { x~ # }. exp(e t), ( 11 a) 
t = 1, 2 . . . . .  T, where y, is the tth observation on a dependent variable, x, is a K-element column 
vector containing the t th observation on some explanatory variables, fl is a vector of K parameters 
to be estimated and the errors et are normally independently distributed N(0, tr 2) with mean zero 
and fixed variance a:. Clearly the dependent variable y, is log normally distributed and 
heteroscedastic with variances V(y,): 
V(yt) = [exp{x;fl}] 2" [exp(tr 2) -- 1], t = 1, 2 . . . . .  T. 
However on taking logarithms of the equations (1 la) one obtains 
ln yt = {x~ fl } + et, (1 lb) 
where the transformed dependent variable In Yt is normally distributed, homoscedastic and a linear 
function of fl and hence the application of least squares (LS) to (1 la) yields a minimum variance 
unbiased estimator for ft. Box and Cox consider a more general case of finding a transformation 
of the dependent variable y that simultaneously linearizes the model, corrects heteroscedasticity and 
normalizes the distribution of errors. Thus one type of transformation is of the following form: 
y~') = {x~fl} + et, 
where 
y~X) = ~'y~ ..~ l, 2 ~ 0, (1 lc) 
~ln y ,  2 = 0, 
and e, is N(0, a2), i.e. normally independently and identically distributed. Here it is assumed that 
there exists a transformation of the dependent variable, of the form given in (1 lc), such that the 
transformed dependent variable has three properties, i.e. it is normally distributed, homoscedastic 
and has an expectation that is linear in ft. Clearly if 2 = 1 we get the familiar linear model 
y=Xf l  +e, 
and the value 2 = 0 yields the nonlinear model (1 lb). Thus if the hypothesis 2 = 1 is rejected one 
could be assured that the nonlinear transformation is worthwhile to explore. In a more general case 
the dependent variable may also be transformed, e.g. 
Y~;) = ~,n-, in  -.-('~) T ~'2~2± n ,,(~)7-J-"" + flxx~ ) + et. 
Two general features of this class of transformations are particularly useful in applied 
econometric work. First of all, it provides an important method of generalizing functional forms; 
thus the two functional forms of the efficiency frontier (one linear and the other nonlinear can be 
generated by this transformation and only the best empirical fit with the observed ata would 
determine the optimal value of 2, which can then be used to discriminate between the two 
specifications. Secondly, given the optimal value of 2 the conditional maximum likelihood (ML) 
estimates of the parameters fl can be used along with the standard statistical tests. For example, 
in the case of (1 lc) the probability density function p(y) of the observations can be written as 
P(Y ) = J " (2rca2)- r/2 exp[-(2tr2)-' ~ [Y'~) - x' fl]2] , 
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where 
T 
J = H IOY~)/SY, I 
t= l  
is the Jacobian of the transformation from y, to e,. For a given value of 2 the conditional ML 
estimator of fl is the LS estimator 
b;, = (X'X)-IX'y(;'), 
and the maximized log=likelihood can be written as 
T T 
In L(2) = -(T/2)(1 + In 2x) - (T/2)ln ,~2(2) + ( -  T/2) ~ In ,~2e(2 ) + (2 - 1) ~ lny,, 
t=l t : l  
where 2 S e(2) = e ~, eJ  T is the residual sum of squares from a fit using the transformed responses since 
e, is the vector of residuals from the regression o fy  <~) on X. Box and Cox use the following iterative 
method for computing the optimal value of the unknown parameter 2. First, we compute In L(2) 
for a range of values of 2 say between -2.5 to + 2.5. By plotting In L (2) against 2 one can locate 
the approximate values of 2 that maximizes In L (i.e. the ML estimate of 2). Let ,~ be the ML 
estimator of 2 and suppose we wish to test the null hypothesis H0: 2 = 20 (e.g. 20 = 1 may be a null 
hypothesis, i.e. no transformation is required). Then the likelihood ratio test statistic for the 
hypothesis 
Go 2= -2[In L(20) - ln(£)] ~ Z2(1, ~) 
is asymptotically distributed as a chi-squared variate, where Z2(v, ~) is the 100(1 - ~) percentile of 
a chi-squared istribution with degrees of freedom v equal to the number of components in 2. 
In our empirical applications we have utilized and extended power family transformation for 
both the dependent and the independent variables: 
~{[(R j -RF)+22] ; " -  1}/2~, 2, #0,  ( l id) 
Y(;') = ].ln(y + 22), 21 = 0. 
Here y + 22 >0 and we choose the value 22 = 1.0 for all our empirical regressions. Likewise the 
independent variable is of the form 
X(,;,) = ~{[(RM --  ~RF) "=~ ~2] 21 - -  l} / '~l ,  ;'I ~ 0, (I le) 
[ln(x + 22) , ~'1 = 0, 
where x + 22 > 0 and x = RM -- Rr and y = Rj - RF. The two specifications of the efficiency frontier 
are as follows: 
Rj  --  R r = otj + ~ j (R  M - RF)  + uj, 
(R j  - R r )  2 = aj - b j (RM - R¢)  + c j (RM --  RF)  2 + Vj, 
( l l f )  
( l lg) 
where Rj denotes the rate of return on mutual fund j, Rr is the risk-free rate of return, RM the rate 
of return on market portfolio, e.g. Standard and Poor Composite 500 Index and (uj, cj) are 
zero-mean error terms. 
The extended power family specification (1ld) allows more flexibility in specification, where the 
likelihood ratio test statistic an be directly used [31]. Hence we apply this model for the two 
periods: period I (1945-1964) and period II (1965-1983) to the linear (18f) and nonlinear (1 lg) 
efficiency frontiers respectively by varying 2~ over the following values: 1.15, 1.50, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 
with 22 fixed at 1.0 for retaining nonnegativity of the two variables y and x. Tables 1 and 2 present 
the estimates by using the extended Box-Cox transformation, where ,~" denote the minimum value 
of the squared standard error of regression when the optimal value of 21 is chosen. 
Two points come out very clearly from these tables. First of all, the squared standard error ,~" 
of regression is uniformly lower for the nonlinear frontier than the linear frontier and this is more 
so for the growth funds than the balanced funds. Noting that the nonlinear frontier (1 lg) is only 
a regression specification of the frontier equation (5c) in terms of second order statistics, its superior 
performance raises doubts on the linear specification (1 If). Secondly, the null hypothesis 2* = 1 
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Table 1. Estimates of the linear frontier by the Box--Cox extended power family 
transformation for the optimal value of 2~ 
Period I Period II 
Mutual fund 
Constant Constant 
No. Group intercept RM -- Rr ~2. intercept R~ - R r ~2. 
1 B -0.001 0.607** 0.030 0.011 0.884** 0.083 
2 8 0.017 0.694** 0.044 0.020 0.755** 0.108 
3 B -0.002 0.521"* 0.032 0.0006 0.706** 0.031 
8 B -0.034** 0.762** 0.033 -0.038** 0.736** 0.075 
10 B -0.005 0.716"* 0.038 0.004 0.752** 0.046 
5 G -0.011 1.025"* 0.096 0.023 1.058"* 0.073 
6 G -0.073 1.419"* 0.160 -0.058 1.294"* 0.158 
9 G -0.025 1,063"* 0.061 -0.010 1.032"* 0.086 
4 M -0.039 1.071** 0.075 0.025 0.863** 0.074 
7 M -0.061"* 1.228"* 0.047 0.020 0.931"* 0.070 
Funds are grouped as B for balanced, G for growth 
One and two asterisks denote significant -values at 
and M for mixed objectives. 
5% and I% levels respectively. 
Table 2. Estimates of the linear and nonlinear f ontier by the Box-Cox extended power family transformation forthe optimal 
value of 21 
Mutual fund 
Period I Period II 
Constant Constant 
No. Group intercept RM - RF (Ru - RF): S~" intercept Ru - RF (RM -- Rr) 2 S~" 
1 B 0.00007 --0.031' 0.472** 0.006 0.015 0.007 0.407 0.027 
2 B -0.005 -0.022 0.837** -0.011 0.017 0.053 0.316 0.036 
3 B -0.002 -0.012 0.366** 0.007 0.004 -0.022** 0.391"* 0.006 
8 B 0.004 -0.057** 0.553** 0.009 0.004 -0.046* 0.621"* 0.014 
10 B -0.0009 -0.035 0.669** 0.009 -0.0002 -0.011 0.639** 0.010 
5 G -0.006 -0.119 1.715"* 0.041 0.013" 0.026 0.789** 0.022 
6 G -0.036 -0.696** 4.871"* 0.108 0.027 -0.158 1.424"* 0.068 
9 G -0.00004 -0.121"* 1.433"* 0.017 0.012' -0.056 0.869** 0.022 
4 M 0.009 -0.135 1.251"* 0.031 0.015'* 0.019 0.332 0.021 
7 M 0.004 -0.195"* 1.692"* 0.015 0.007 0.001 0.782** 0.021 
Funds are grouped as in Table 1. 
One and two asterisks denote significant -values at 5% and 1% levels respectively. 
that no nonlinear transformation is needed is strongly rejected by the chi-square statistic Go 2 at 1% 
level of significance. Clearly this suggests the need to explore the role of nonlinearities in the 
specification and estimation of the portfolio efficiency frontier and perhaps relate it to the third 
and fourth moments of the distribution of returns. 
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